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The modernisation of agriculture has been imposed on
the sector in recent years. Indeed, many factors have led
to this change: deforestation, the development of urban
planning, the rural exodus to the big cities and the
disinterest of the new generations in the profession of
agriculture, a production requirement to cover the needs
of a growing population. The automation of tasks is
partly a reason why Alta Robotics has become
interested in the agricultural sector with the desire to
meet through robotics the different expectations of
today's and tomorrow's agriculture.
It is important to maintain the place of man at the centre
of this change. Autonomous robotic tools, sensors and
other software are configured by humans. Farmers have
full control over the devices and software offered by the
company, the human factor supplants the technological
factor, accessible and easy-to-use technology is a
priority for farmers and producers.

Climate change and other issues related to the
conservation of the planet are also major concerns. Eco-
responsible and sustainable agriculture is essential to
ensure the sustainability of the sector.
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 The agricultural sector is one of the closest to the
environment using only natural resources which are
land, sun, water and nature. The concept of
sustainability will therefore make it possible to
produce more while respecting the environment but
also to guarantee excellent production for future
generations.

Recent challenges have shown us the importance of
medicine and health.
Most vaccines, pharmaceuticals are plant-based.
Many axes are opening up again in medicine such as
the emergence of medical cannabis and many
medicinal plants capable of curing diseases that
seemed incurable in previous years. Major
epidemics, pandemics and other health-related
scourges have affected the economy, psychology
and the transformation of lifestyles. It would
therefore be important to consider investment in
health and the cultivation of medicinal plants or
crops involved in the design of medical products.
This white paper presents the different solutions of
precision agriculture, namely robotics and artificial
intelligence, contributing to the improvement of the
production of medicinal crops.



AGTECH AND
MEDICINAL CROPS 
Israel is among the most important medicinal plant
researchers and growers in the world, combining the
entrepreneurial spirit of the “Startup Nation” with the
ancient local traditions of medicinal plant use. The nature
also helps here: four climate zones meeting in a relatively
small area create a strong climatic gradient that results
in high stress levels in plants, as do other stressors –
e.g., high radiation levels, very dry climate, and high
salinity – in the Dead Sea and Arava areas. Plants
surviving in these areas often have a unique
biochemistry, and they may contain chemicals of
particular pharmaceutical interest. Alone in the Arava
area, over 250 plants of potential medicinal interest have
been listed.
Commercial cultivation of medicinal crops in Israel has,
however, until now concentrated on nutritional
supplements, with herbal cosmetics and plants yielding
essential oils as a sideline, and the cultivation has taken
place mostly in the framework of single farmers’
initiatives. Examples of the crops:
- Moringa oleifera: Moringa-Arava grows Moringa trees
in the Dead Sea area. Plant’s different parts have high
nutritional value, and its medical activity is anti-viral,
anti-bacterial, and anti-allergenic.
- Argan tree: Orlyya Farm in Ramat Negev grows
organic argan trees for their oil that is rich in vitamin E
and fatty acids and has antiseptic properties. In addition,
there are some other farms growing the tree, but they do
not press the oil themselves.
- Salicornia, an experimental herb with a salty taste, is
grown in the area of Kikar Sdom. Agriculture in the area
is very intensive, and the land is owned by private family
farms. Salicornia is very tolerant to highly saline water
and would thus be a positive addition to the crop
selection in the area.
- organic herbs: In Ein Gedi, where farming is managed
as a cooperative, and the farm managers have been
trying out new techniques for better management of
fertilization; in Be’er Milka village in Nitzana, working
closely with the Arava Institute for Environmental
Studies
- Arava Institute for Environmental Studies, Center of
Sustainable Agriculture, both searches for crops that can
be grown in arid and saline soil and studies and
propagates endangered medicinal herbs.
- Israeli Association for Medicinal Herbs

Situation has, however, changed drastically during
the last years, with the legalization of medicinal
cannabis. In January 2019, the government of Israel
also approved the export of medical grade cannabis,
which fully complies with the ICM-GMP standards.
Israel is taking a position as a world leader in this
field of research, while preparing itself for
substantial exports of medicinal cannabis to all parts
of the world. According to the legislation, any entity
that meets the requirements may obtain a license to
cultivate cannabis. Products to be exported have to
comply with the standards set by the Ministry of
Health.
Israel is particularly suitable for medicinal cannabis
cultivation and export both due to its climate and
because of a solid medical and agricultural research
and development experience. On the legal side, the
advanced regulation allows its medical use, while
until now forbidding recreational uses.
Cannabis research began in Israel in the 1960s with
Prof. Raphael Mechoulam’s (Hebrew University of
Jerusalem) groundbreaking research into
cannabinoids and cannabis receptors in the human
body. At the moment, different research teams are
studying the effects of cannabis for example in
cancer, PTSD, autism, epilepsy, Crohn’s disease, and
schizophrenia and conducting active clinical trials,
with government approval and encouragement.
The medical cannabis market in Israel is a framework
in which medical cannabis is supplied to more than
50,000 patients. Cannabis can be used with good
results for relief of pain
(including cancer patients), eating disorders (e.g.,
obesity and anorexia), multiple sclerosis,
inflammation, diabetes, epilepsy, neurodegenerative
disorders (such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, and Huntington’s disease) and more. The
field of medical cannabis involves, however, in
addition to pharmaceutical and medical
characteristics also nutritional, wellness, and
cosmetic aspects. 



To succeed, it also necessitates further research in
agriculture and technology, as cannabis cultivation poses
unique challenges to the growers. Israel is among global
leaders in agri-technology, with more than 460 agri-
technology companies, and many technological and
biotechnology start-ups have developed products to
help overcome these challenges. Some examples of
Israeli medicinal cannabis cultivation:
- PharmoCann (est. 2008) produces yearly about 3.5
tons of cannabis on its 20-dunam farm. Products include
both cannabis flowers and cannabis oil. The company
supplies cannabis to some 4,500 patients a month and
collaborates with researchers of the Technion.
- Search Sarid produces more than three tons of
cannabis flowers on its 14-dunam site, holding about
17% of the Israeli cannabis market.
- BoL Pharma Ltd. – Breath of Life (est. 2008) provides
cannabis products to some 12,000 Israeli patients a
month for the treatment of a wide range of diseases. It
has 400 dunams of agricultural land and is involved in
several clinical trials. 
On the commercial importance of medicinal crops for
Israel, let us first see some pre-corona data. Here,
unfortunately, spices and medicinal herbs have been
categorized together.
In 2019, the total weight of the Spices, Medicinal Herbs,
etc. category was 44.4 tons, of which 34.4 tons was for
domestic consumption, 2.0 tons for domestic industry,
and 8.0 tons for export. Their value at 2019 prices was
NIS 711.6 million. At the moment, however, the medical
cannabis market alone is worth about 750 million
shekels, which is estimated to soar with the anticipated
legalization of recreational cannabis.

ROBOTICS AND IOT
FOR AGRICTECH
Industry in the agriculture sector is heading toward
more technology on the farm, including robots.
Several companies have made significant strides in
creating robotic systems for use in agriculture that
are either in field-testing stages or already entering
the market.

Some companies based in the US have been
developing robotic systems specific to agriculture for
several years, among them a company that currently
has products on the market. Their products include a
vineyard pruner that images vines and uses a robotic
arm to thin plants, as well as an automated lettuce
thinner. Lettuce is often planted with a much higher
population than needed because of the crop’s high
value. This ensures that the fields will meet a target
population, even if there is an issue with germination
or disease. After the plants germinate, field laborers
will then cut out extra plants to achieve the correct
spacing. The automated lettuce thinner uses vision
technology to detect plants and uses a liquid delivery
system to spray and remove unwanted lettuce and
achieve the desired plant population in the field. This
drastically reduces the labor necessary to thin lettuce
fields, and one or two people can accomplish in a
few hours what used to take a crew of 15 or more
people a whole day. In addition to the smart vision
system, many robots are increasingly autonomous,
agile, and ready to be deployed on the field. A robot
developed in Australia, in addition to looking like a
futuristic ag robot, can perform several different
types of field operations. The system uses advanced
imaging technology to detect crops, fruit, or weeds
and can then mechanically remove unwanted plants
or spray products on crops, such as apples in an
orchard, to control pests and disease. A drone-robot
developed in Switzerland is a lightweight, fully
autonomous drone powered by the sun. It will
operate all day using solar power and target-spray
weeds by using a camera vision system and rapidly
moving arms that provide a small dose of herbicide.
It is easy to imagine a future where a fleet of similar
robots are situated at the edge of each field,
maintaining the health of the crops without requiring
human input. 



The last robot that is very interesting for the next
generation in smart agriculture has been developed in
France. It is designed to make vegetable weeding on
large-scale vegetable farms easier. Its main asset is that
it works autonomously, so that you will have more time
for tasks with higher added value. It is also recognized
as the first entirely autonomous electric robot to
mechanically weed vegetable crops.

guaranteeing that the crops are being properly
harvested. Soil Monitoring with IoT uses technology to
empower farmers and producers to maximize yield,
reduce disease and optimize resources. IoT sensors can
measure soil temperature, NPK, volumetric water
content, photosynthetic radiation, soil water potential
and soil oxygen levels. Data from the IoT sensors are
then transmitted back to a central point (or the cloud) for
analysis, visualization and trend analysis.

The resultant data can then be used to optimize farming
operations, identify trends, and make subtle adjustments
to conditions to maximize crop yield and quality. The use
of IoT in agriculture is known as Smart Agriculture (or
Smart Farming). IoT is also a central component of
Precision Farming.

This results in lower waste and better yields
while reducing the adverse effects of hostile
weather. Furthermore, IoT is quite beneficial to
fleet robotics and optimization. By doling out
the proper information on the fields to
connected vans, the total number of spins
required to manure them can be significantly
reduced.

 Smart weather stations are the most common type
of IoT device used in fields today. Gathering up
accurate and precise data on weather conditions
throughout the year, such stations send their data to
the cloud. This way, a farmer not only is able to
obtain the weather station’s factual data but also
manages to collect all the past data, allowing
analysis to spot trends and make future estimations
for the area. This makes it also easier to make
healthier decisions on crop cycle. Weather forecasts
play a significant role in influencing a farmer’s
choices about when to plant, spread on fertilizer,
harvest, and so on. 

This results in lower waste and better yields while
reducing the adverse effects of hostile weather.
Furthermore, IoT is quite beneficial to fleet robotics
and optimization. By doling out the proper
information on the fields to connected vans, the total
number of spins required to manure them can be
significantly reduced.



Conclusion and New Horizons
Starting from the collection of insightful crop data from fields with automated sensors to interpretation of the
data, analyzing, and making real-time, more accurate assessments and decisions on the field, these
technologies, drones, robots, and Internet Of Things have revolutionized farming. The full or partial
replacement of human labor on the farms is a clear indication of the autonomation in the sector. We are
interested in a special sector of farming which is medicinal farming. The recent crisis showed us that health
has a central place in the life of humanity. With the rise of new trends in medicinal farming: cannabis, argan
tree and Moringa oleifera, the market is opening a new horizon for precision agriculture and is ready to
welcome technologies for this target.

Alta Robotics through this paper is interested in the importance of robotics and precision agriculture in the
service of the medical sector and medicinal plants. Alta Robotics provides software and electronic solutions
based on artificial intelligence to agricultural workers and producers for both edible and medicinal plants. For
more details on our Alta Agdrone drone imagery interpretation software  visit 
 www.dronecity.net/en/  
or write by email to the following address:
 info@dronecity.net

Written by Ange BRIKA ( Technology Manager Alta Robotics ) - ange.brika@dronecity.net
And Helena PAAVILEINEN (  Research and Israel Coordinator Alta Robotics ) - contact.israel@dronecity.net
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